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FRESHMEN SENATOR 
ELECTION 
Who will you vote for? Check 
out your candidate's profiles. 
Seepage3 
Craving some hearty Italian meatballs? Some yummy tiramisu? 
Or, how about some authentic Carribean food? See pages 10-11 
WHO WAS TELLING THE TRUTH? 
The Highlander, with help of PolitiFact's 
"truth-o-meter," provides some insight 
from last Friday's first presidential debate. 
Our hope: You decide. 
See pages 6-7 
REGIS UNIVERSITY 
-
a weekly publication 
1 an er 
Serving the Regis community since 1877 
Volume 91, Issue 4 
Regis 'rocks the vote,' over 100 registered 
after four-day Voter Drive 
Robert House 
Contributing Reporter 
Last Wednesday, Sept. 23, junior 
Mickey Smith meticulously spray-
painted "VOTE" on his t-shirt. He 
wanted to make sure the coloring on 
the front of his shirt was just right. 
After all, this day was important. He, 
along with many other students, were 
actively participating in the political 
process. 
In the end, Smith was content with 
the way "VOTE" turned out on his 
shirt. But he was most happy with how 
many students were registering to 
vote. 
The t-shirt painting, and other activ-
ities on the quad Wednesday, were 
part of Regis· first ever, four-day long 
"Voter Drive." The drive, which began 
- last Monday, was planned by leaders 
from University Ministry, Institute on 
the Common Good, Service Learning, 
Student Activities. RUSGA, Campus 
Compact, and the Highlander. 
Erin Benson, peace and justice coor-
dinator for University Ministry, 
arranged for New Era, a non-partisan 
voter registration group, to register 
voters on campus. 
In addition to registering voters, the 
organizers reassured students that reg-
istering in Colorado would not affect 
their status as a dependent on their 
parent's taxes, or jeopardize one's res-
idency if the student was from out of 
state. 
On Wednesday, Benson was busy 
registering students to vote, stepping 
in when New Era was unable to come. 
She was able to register about 26 peo-
ple, she said, with an addition six stu-
dents planning on returning to com-
plete their forms with necessary identi-
fication. 
"About 25 registered the first day, 
and 20 the second," she added. Some 
students also registered on Thursday. 
Benson views her work as part of her 
ministry. She believes we are all "called 
by our faith to engage in civic life." 
(Benson encourages students to take 
the initiative and register if they 
haven't already, or didn't have the 
chance during the event. Head to 
declareyourself.com for quick and easy 
registration, or application for mail-in 
or absentee ballots.) 
Along with the "Voter Drive," free 
food beckoned students craving a 
freshly grilled hamburger or hot dog 
during Wednesday's warm weather. 
Live music and the club fair also pulled 
many students to the quad, especially 
first-year students hoping to become 
more involved in campus organiza-
tions. 
Other students like Mickey also took 
the opportunity to get creative. Those 
less willing to grab a spray can wit-
nessed performing artist Devon 
Montagne create chalk portraits of 
both Senators McCain and Obama, 
along with the message "Go Vote!" 
PHOTO BY Josh Hardin 
Jenni Filipi, a sophomore Peer Minister, 
spray paints a .. VOTE" shirt on the Quad 
during the Voter Registration Drive last 
week. 
See Vote on page 2 
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Performing artist Devon Montagne draws the 2008 Presidential candidates with chalk on the sidwalk in front of the Student Center 
during the Voter Registration Campaign last week. 
Vote from front page 
Also in the mix were the Young 
Democrats and the College 
Republicans, recruiting members and 
registering voters. 
Julia Mulligan, a junior and active 
member of the College Republicans, 
believes the push for youth to vote is a 
good thing. She supports voting, the 
simplest form of political participa-
tion, and supports the College 
Republicans "because they represent 
my beliefs." 
In an act of collaboration, a couple 
leaders from the College Republicans 
and Young Democrats stressedtheir 
hopes of showing the Regis communi-
ty how important involvement in the 
political process is. 
First-year student Hannah Herron 
is set on placing her vote. Several of 
her friends will soon be shipped out to 
Iraq. 
"I don't like the way the country is 
going," Herron said as she signed up to 
help the Obama campaign. She hopes 
that more college students will realize 
what is important to them and will 
vote, an action that was always impor-
tant to her family. 
Senior Kyle Hudencial also believes 
in the importance of voting. Becoming 
a citizen of the United States in 2002, 
Hudencial has seen voting as a real 
privilege. After spending the required 
amount of time as a permanent resi-
dent of the country, he and his family 
have seen what it's like not to vote and 
know its importance because of it. 
Katie Maslanka, coordinator of 
Romero House for University 
Ministry, also views voting as "taking 
ownership in the direction you want 
the country to go in." 
In addition, like Benson, Maslanka 
views her work in getting students 
involved in the political process as part 
of her ministry and as intrinsically tied 
to her work for justice in the Romero 
House. "Faith calls us to work for the 
common good [and for] policies that 
help those who need the most help," 
she said. 
"You cannot complain about the 
way things currently are in the coun-
try," Maslanka added, "if you are not 
actively trying to change it...Voting is 
just one part of that and it requires 
being civically engaged in the country." 
At the event, many students said 
their vote will depend on a specific 
issue(s). 
For instance, junior nursing student 
Megan McLaughlin has yet to decide 
PHOTO BY Amber Alarid 
First-year student Absolom Hererra fills out the paperwork to register to vote on 
Wednesday, Sept. 24, as part of Regis's Voter Registration Campaign last week. 
"You cannot complain about the way things currently 
are in the country," Maslanka added. "If you are not 
actively trying to change it ... Voting is just one part of 
that and it requires being civically engaged in the 
country." 
who she will vote for, but says that fix- into what each candidate has proposed 
ing the current healthcare system is to fight climate change. 
her priority. She plans on attending EROS (Education Regarding 
informational sessions on campus Orientation and Sexuality, previously 
around the issue, and watching the the Gay-Straight Alliance, ) also plans 
debates before she decides. With the on educating students in the weeks 
three remaining debates including . before the election. 
domestic issues, she is confident that Greta Smith, EROS vice president, 
her questions will be answered. She believes all humans deserve "inherent 
also plans on visiting both candidates' human dignity" regardless of sexual 
websites. orientation or gender identity. Smith is 
Likewise, members of the environ-
mental sustainability group on campus 
are interested in the candidates' plans 
to protect the environment. 
Zach Owens, director of sustainabil-
ity for RUSGA, believes that off-shore 
drilling should only be a temporary 
action and not a permanent solution. 
He also believes that drilling in th~ 
Arctic National Wildlife Refuge does 
not present a long term solution to the 
energy crisis. 
Kati Weathers, an Environmental 
Science major and member of the 
Sustainabiliy Committee, sees validity 
in each of the campaigns' environmen-
tal plans, but believes neither candi-
date is pushing for enough individual 
choice in sustainability. 
For her, individual participation in 
one's environmental footprint is essen-
tial, and necessary. That's why she and 
others in the sustainability club hope 
students will recycle more, and look 
"Change has become a 
cliche in this election," 
Mendez said, "but I . still 
really believe in it." 
helping to lead plans to educate the 
Regis community about both candi-
date's platforms on all issues. 
In the end, though, junior Angela 
Mendez sees voting as less about the 
issues than about people getting 
involved. 
Mendez was especially glad to see so 
many students interested in the politi-
cal process. "Change has become a 
cliche in this election," Mendez said, 
"but I still really believe in it." She 
hopes that the energy the campaigns 
have created will energize young peo-
ple to vote, no matter who they sup-
port. 
Contact the Highlander 
3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Stop I-8 
Denver, CO 80221 
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Name: "ANITA" 
ChukwuFumnanya Egbune 
Major: Biology 
Hometown: Denver, Colorado 
Hobbies: Dancing, talking, eating, 
laughing, knitting and networking 
Favorite thing about Regis so 
far: 
I LOVE my teachers and how well 
they work with me and the other 
students. I love all the new friends 
I've met, and I enjoy that my classes 
are so small and personal. 
Why are you running for fresh-
man senator: 
I want make all the freshman voic-
es heard, and I feel that I can defi-
nitely make them heard. 
What do you plan on achieving 
if you are elected? 
I plan on creating more social 
environment and more events so 
shy as well as outgoing students can 
network together in a friendly set-
ting. 
Name: Revae Mendoza 
Major: Pre-Medicine 
Hometown: Pueblo, Colorado 
Hobbies: Reading, Writing and 
most of all Photography. 
Favorite thing about Regis so 
far: 
The people by far. I have enjoyed· 
meeting so many wonderful people 
from incoming freshman to seniors 
to staff. Each and every person I 
have gotten the opportunity to meet 
has been amazing. 
Why are you running for fresh-
men senator? What do you plan 
on achieving if you are elected? 
I have always been interested in 
Student Government. As a 6th grad-
er I was elected class representative 
and held the title for ?th grade. I was 
also a part of Student Government 
for my high school all four years and 
actually helped to formulate the 
organization my freshman year (it 
was a brand new school with little to 
offer as far as clubs went). By my 
senior year our Student Government 
had many accomplishments under 
our belts. I would love the opportu-
nity to be the voice of the freshm~n 
class here at Regis and do my part m 
allowing the class of 2012 to leave a 
legacy not soon forgotten! 
Name: Nicholson Cross 
Major: I am not positive, but I am 
leaning toward Communication or 
Peace and Justice. 
Hometown: I was born in and 
adopted from Asuncion, Paraguay, 
but my hometown is more compli-
cated due to frequent moves. 
Hobbies: I can be found snow-
boarding, hiking, engaged in studies, 
and most likely throwing a Frisbee 
around. 
Favorite thing about Regis so 
far: The campus is beautiful, and I 
also have an affinity for the feeling of 
community. 
Why are you running for fresh-
men senator? What do you plan 
on achieving if you are elected? 
I am running for Freshman 
Senator because I believe that we are 
all here for the common goal of a 
higher education. In order to make 
the most of our time spent here we 
need to effectively communicate 
with our institution as a class, not 
just each other in cliques. Listen to 
me when I ask for your vote, because 
if elected, I WILL listen to each of 
you. I will make sure that you are 
well informed of upcoming events 
and campus activities, push for more 
student involvement, and make sure 
everyone's voice is heard. 
FRESHMEN SEN~TQa ELECllONS 
wno w1f f 3ou vote f or7 
Name: Ross Lehuta 
Major: Peace and Justice 
Hometown: Sacramento, CA 
Hobbies: Sports, Music, cooking, and art 
VOTE! 
Favorite thing about Regis so far: . . 
I love the community and friends I have made at Regis and the opportum-
ties the school has provided for me to grow. I 
Why are you running for freshmen senator? What do you p an on 
achieving if you are elected? . 
I' nning for freshmen senator because I want to be the vmce that repre-sen: :e freshmen class. I plan on achieving whatever the class wan~ to 
achieve. It's not about me, it's about us as a class, and what we want to achieve. 
I really want to represent a united voice! 
Highlander 3 
Name: Jimmy Sengenberger 
Major: Political Science (Minor in 
Economics) 
Hometown: Centennial, CO 
Hobbies: Playing guitar, debating 
politics 
- Favorite thing about Regis so 
far: 
The community atmosphere stem-
ming from Regis's small-school sta-
tus gives it a friendly sort of home-
like atmosphere. That is something 
we wouldn't get at bigger schools. 
Why are you running for fresh-
men senator? What do you 
plan on achieving if you are 
elected? 
In high school, I had utterly no 
interest in joining student leader-
ship because they did nothing mean-
ingful. Now, however, at Regis, sen-
ators have the chance to make a real 
difference. 
I have faith that Regis students 
know how to make this campus bet-
ter, which is why I believe in work-
ing alongside students and fellow 
senators to address issues of student 
concern-to bring people together to 
find solutions wherever possible. To 
accomplish this goal, as senator, I 
intend to form a "Freshman 
Council" consisting of representa-
tives from O'Connell, Desmet and 
West, as well as commuter students. 
The council would meet once a 
month to share the thoughts and 
concerns of the freshmen they repre-
sent and work with me to brain-
storm potential s~lutions. I will the~ 
take what we come up with, talk 1t 
over with other freshmen and bring 
the results back to the Senate to see 
what can be done to address these 
issues. I want to be the Voice of the 
Freshmen-the one they can come to 
with issues they see need to be 
resohed at Regis, and I will then 
work alongside them and my Senate 
colleagues to see what can be done. 
**Candidate Liz Stein was unable to 
provide a profile. 
Health-Professions Career Fair 
'Il.Jesday, October 14th, 2008 
11:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Student Center, Dining Room 
ATTENTION FUTURE HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONALS 
Find out about Opportunities in Nursing, Z::hysical Therapy, 
Health Care Administration and Information Management 
SOME OF THE EMP~talOYCE~~SHAosTp1·!1E~~!;lpl?Jiea1thcare Infinity Rehab 
Child n •s Hosp• ra,g · h ff alth 
·a Homecare Banner Health The. re . Mountain Land Rehabilitation National Je~1s e 
Acan Kaiser Permanente Longmont Unit~ Hospital Rural Health Careers Colorado Select Physical Therapy . 
Parkview Medical Center Rose ~ed1cal c.ente~ S Army Medical Recruiting University of Colorado Hospital bilit tion Hospital Tnnlly Hospice . . 
Spalding Reha Fo; a complete list of employ:~~~e~to .:~:www.regis.edu/careerservices 
SERVICES 
y our connec tion t o the future 
,,.,~.., ,·, , 
' ! 
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Faith and Voting: The Economy and the Right to Life 
JohnF. Kane 
Professor of Religious Studies 
By the time you read this, the folks in 
Congress and the Bush Administration 
will hopefully have come up with some 
"bail out" or "rescue plan" for our cur-
rent economic crisis. And hopefully 
their plan will not only work to restore 
confidence in the economic system, 
but will be a step towards major 
restructuring of the financial system -
towards greater regulation, trans-
parency, and accountability, and espe-
cially towards giving more rights and 
benefits to ordinary folks and the poor. 
Yet even if such steps are taken to 
move through the present crisis, all of 
us have to ask deeper and more far-
ranging questions about our economic 
system as we prepare to vote in 
November. How might our faith -
Catholic or other - shape our thinking 
about economic issues as we prepare 
to vote? That's the topic of this article 
which I dare to write even though I'm 
very far from being an expert on the 
issues involved. Yet that's also the 
point of this article - few of us are 
experts, yet all of us need to inform 
ourselves and form our consciences as 
we prepare to vote. 
As I suggested last week, in the first 
article in this series, we need to find 
principles to guide us as we sort 
through our gut feelings - our fears and 
worries (about our own pocket books 
and about what we see going on in the 
world) as well as our hopes and 
dreams. So here are some principles 
derived from both faith and reason -
from Catholic teachings and from my 
own efforts to think clearly. 
First a principle from common pru-
dence - while we need to be concerned 
about immediate crises, we can't let 
such concern distract us from the big-
ger picture of national and world 
needs. Yes, we should be worried 
about this crisis in the US financial 
system, but we need to remember that 
even this crisis will affect others in the 
world far more than us - especially 
people in developing or growing 
economies in Africa and Latin America 
and large parts of Asia. And we also 
need to remember that large numbers 
of our brothers and sisters (especially 
younger women and their children) 
won't be much affected by this crisis 
since they're so poor that the present 
world economic system hardly helps 
them at all; rather it more typically 
(when it's working "right") makes 
things worse for them. As an example, 
since we've diverted food crops into 
making fuel, the price of food world-
wide has skyrocketed. So our seeming-
ly legitimate efforts to find cheaper 
fuel results in more babies starving 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
Tainted milk in China gets thousands sick 
Corey Holton 
Staff Writer 
Four infants have died and more 
than 6,200 have become ill in China 
after ingesting dairy products contain-
ing the harmful chemical melamine. 
In particular, powdered milk and 
baby formulas were found with high 
concentrations of melamine. 
Melamine, used in fertilizers, plastics, 
and flame retardants, has no nutrition-
al value but is high in nitrogen, making 
products with it appear higher in pro-
tein - a way to cut costs for the manu-
facturer, while passing safety checks. 
According to the BBC, the chemical 
has been banned from the Chinese 
market, though it continues to be used 
as an additive for plastics. 
CNN reports that two brothers 
linked to the tainted baby milk were 
arrested when the outbreak started 
two weeks ago. They are believed to 
have watered down their milk products 
and adding melamine. These two men 
could face the death penalty if convict-
ed under Chinese law. Since then, the 
government has arrested· a total of 
eighteen people. 
Other dairy distributers have also 
been accused of adding the same 
chemical to their products. According 
to the BBC, 69 products from 22 com-
panies have been found to be contami-
nated with the harmful chemical. The 
Chinese government has also contin-
ued health inspections for the rest of 
the country's milk supply. 
This scandal comes in the wake of a 
string of other tainted products origi-
nating from China. Last year, thou-
sands of pets became ill after ingesting 
food containing melamine. 
Additionally, there were toys found 
coated with paint containing high lev-
els of lead, and candies found to have 
little pieces of metal inside. 
As China's regulatory agencies try to 
keep up with the country's immense 
industrial growth, people are calling 
for better inspections and increased 
safety guarantees. Products imported 
into the U.S. have also been recaUed, 
included Mr. Brown coffee products. 
Sources: 
http://news.bbc.co. uk/2 / hi/asia-pacif-
ic/7623037.stm · 
http:/ / news.bbc.co. uk/2/hi / asia-pacif-
ic/7621651.stm 
http: //news.bbc.co. uk/2/hi/asia-pacif-
ic/7620253.stm 
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/asi-
apcf/09/18/china.tainted.fonnula/index.html 
throughout the world. 
Here then is a second and related 
principle derived from the Jesus' 
teachings and put in the words of the 
US Catholic Bishops: "The impact of 
national economic policies on the poor 
and the vulnerable is the primary crite-
rion for judging their moral value." 
And that refers to the "poor and the 
vulnerable" both here and throughout 
the world. So if you consider yourself a 
Christian, that's the primary thing you 
role in regulating and guiding the mar-
ket system so that all benefit. 
There are many other principles. I 
urge you to take the time to read the 
full document from the US Bishops 
which I quoted above. Just Google 
"Economic Justice for All," or Google 
"Matthew 25: 31-46" and read and 
meditate. Try to think about the basic 
principles that guide you as you think 
or worry about the economy and pre-
pare to vote. 
... we need to find principles to guide us as we sort 
through our gut feelings - our fears and worries 
(about our own pocket books and about what we see 
in the world) as well as our hopes and . going on 
dreams. 
need to have in mind and in your heart 
as you think about economic policy in 
preparing to vote. 
Here are two other related princi-
ples: Subsidiarity - which is Catholic 
jargon for saying, among other things, 
that the free market system should be 
allowed to work its profit making good 
for all of us; Solidarity - which again is 
a \erm Catholics and others use for the 
idea that we're all in this together AND 
that it's perfectly legitimate and even 
quite necessary for the government 
(and that means taxes) to play a strong 
Here, just as an example, is how I 
think about such principles and the 
coming presidential election. 
First and foremost, the economy is 
about the basic right to life - since 
there is no right to life without food, 
health care, shelter, decent jobs. Even 
the issue of abortion is directly related 
to economic realities. Abortions went 
down during the Clinton years, and 
back up again during the Bush years. 
See Faith, Voting on next page 
BREAKING DOWN THE MARKET 
Wall Street Hits Main Street ... 
but how about Regis Blvd.? 
Aaron Mejia 
'08 
Contributing · 
Writer 
Breaking Down 
the Market: 
Wall Street is a 
mess and big 
banks are collapsing. Bear Stearns, 
AIG, Leymann Brothers, Sallie Mae 
and Freddie Mac. As losses exceed 
$600 billion, analysts estimate a total 
loss of $1.3 trillion. Calling it 
"Economic Pearl Harbor," billionaire 
investor Warren Buffet supports the 
U.S. Treasury's $700 billion bank res-
cue plan. 
How did this happen? 
Barry Ritholtz, author of the influ-
ential financial weblog, "The Big 
Picture," puts it in layman's terms, 
describing the fall of global investment 
bank Bear Stearns: 
Bear Stearns is the little pyro -- the 
kid who was always playing with 
matches. He could harm not only him-
self, but burns his own house down 
and indeed, he could have burnt do~ 
the entire neighborhood. The Fed 
stepped in not to protect him, but the 
rest of the block. 
When did it start? 
In 2002, people were able to buy 
houses that normally couldn't. There 
was little fear of buying a house with 
nothing down, because housing prices, 
we were assured, only go up. If the 
borrowers couldn't pay, lenders antici-
pated "housing-price appreciation" 
that would have covered the amount of 
the bad load. 
No one imagined what would happen 
if housing prices dropped. 
Big banks bought these loans, 
chopped them up, added some new 
spices, and resold them with new 
names, as "CDOs" (collateralized debt 
obligations). With a new face and 
name, the· toxic loans made their way 
around the world as banks, hedge 
funds, and mutual funds also pur-
chased them up. 
Seeing how successful these new 
securities were, big banks bought some 
themselves. 
See Wall Street on next page 
SC.. 
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A walk for the talk: Solving America's fiscal crisis 
Jimmy Sengenberger ,----------------=------------- · Staff Writer choose; slappmg a grandfather clause 
on Part D, meaning that those who are 
not currently in the program will not 
receive expansionist Part D benefits, 
making Medicare means-tested. After 
all, why should Bill Gates get his 
healthcare paid for by the government 
after he turns 65? 
Under the Bush Administration, the 
federal debt now stands at a whopping 
$9.6 trillion, up a dramatic 65% from 
$5.7 trillion in 2001. Still yet , that 
number is expected to rise substantial-
ly with the socialistic bailout of the 
financial markets amid the current 
economic crisis. 
According to the Office of 
Management and Budget, the top two 
components of the budget are entitle-
ments, at 53%, and defense, at 20%. 
(Defense spending does not include 
the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.) In 
order to address budgetary concerns 
stemming from the ever-increasing 
federal debt, serious action must begin 
by way of entitlement reform. 
Entitlement programs, such as 
Medicare and Social Security, are 
those social welfare programs provid-
ed to all, irrespective of the circum-
stances. Their 2007 costs alone totaled 
$1.2 trillion-more than double the 
defense budget; as the baby boomer 
generation enters into the forefront of 
Social Security and Medicare, those 
programs will take an even larger bite 
out of the budget than they do now. So 
let us address, briefly, how to fix them. 
Social Security: Most economists 
agree: Social Security is on the road to 
bankruptcy. Several months ago, 
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson 
declared the program "financially 
unsustainable" and in dire need of 
reform. Upon his reelection to the 
presidency, President Bush, to his 
credit, bet his political capital on 
reforming this program through per-
sonal accounts-and he lost. 
"The crux of the problem is the way 
the system was originally conceived," 
said economist Matt Kibbe in a May 
2007 article of The Examiner. 
"Multiple workers pay a portion of 
their income into a fund that would 
support each retiree. When the system 
was first introduced in 1935, this ratio 
was 40 workers for every one retired 
person. As birth rates have gone down 
and life expectancies have gone up, 
smaller generations of workers have 
had to support an ever-increasing 
numbers of retirees." 
Faith, Voting from 
previous page 
Secondly, in this election we're faced 
with a pretty clear choice between two 
different economic policies. In sim-
plistic terms: one says reduce the role 
of government and reduce taxes for 
those who invest most and run busi-
nesses, and the result will be a better 
life for all both here and around the 
globe. The other says let's increase the 
role of government by regulating, by 
taxing the wealthier and the compa-
nies, and reducing taxes on most work-
ing people, and we will move towards 
an economy that is fairer for all. I call 
the first "trickle down" and believe 
we've seen that it doesn't help "the 
least of our brethren." I call the other 
"build up" and believe it's got a better 
chance of leading to economic growth 
that will help "the least of our 
brethren" (including the unborn). 
This is my way of bringing principles 
into my messy worries and concerns 
about the economy. What's yours? 
The Spending Trend is not Sustainable 
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In order to deal with the $9.6 trillion the United States government is now in, entitle-
ment programs like Social Security and Medicare must be reformed. The first Baby 
Boomer recently retired early, at age 62. Typically, adults retire at age 65, and as the 
above chart shows, a surge in the Medicare growth rate will occur in 2011 when the first 
wave of Baby Boomers turn 65. The number of retirees, says former independent pres-
idential candidate Ross Perot's website www.perotcharts.com, "will then continue to 
increase while the number of workers per retiree continues to decrease." 
In other words, as more and more 
adults enter retirement, live fonger, 
and the birth rate continues to decline, 
fewer people will be available to pro-
vide for retired folks, putting the sus-
tainability of Social Security in ques-
tion. 
"As a result," continued Kibbe, "by 
2017, Social Security tax revenues will 
be less than promised benefits, and a 
government system that millions of 
Americans depend on will become 
bankrupt. The year 2017 is 10 years 
down the road, not 1,000, or 200, or 
even 50." 
Sustainability aside, however, the 
increasing bite it will take out of the 
budget in the years to come poses sig-
nificant financial risk. The greater the 
number of retirees accepting benefits, 
the more that will be spent on Social 
Security. Action, therefore, must hap-
pen now to protect this nation from fis-
cal calamity. 
The government could potentially 
raise the Social Security cap or cut ben-
efits for recipients, but the former 
would dampen the economy while the 
latter would hurt those who need the 
program most. And neither would 
lessen the debt. 
Wall Street from previous 
page 
A whole bunch actually and they made 
a lot of money. 
Now, housing prices have decreased 
and all these securities have devalued 
to the point of worthlessness. So the 
government had get involved to re-
assure our foreign community. 
The odd part is nobody can feel 
the effects yet. Why is that so? 
First off, Wall Street itself can be 
considered the front line to any eco-
nomic rush. As oil prices shot up ear-
lier this summer, the pump prices you 
and I felt followed sometime later. 
Secondly, economic issues typically do 
not reach the average Joe because we 
have plenty of options, or substitutes. 
If Qdoba closes early for a night, 
Chipolte will almost always to the 
trick. 
Now imagine both Chipotle and 
Qdoba are open but, we didn't have 
enough money to buy either. That is a 
recession: slower growth, lost jobs, and 
even less money in our hands. 
Instead, the program should first 
become means-tested, where individu-
als have to qualify in order to receive 
benefits. Next, Americans who meet 
the criteria should be eligible to opt out 
and instead build up their own individ-
ual retirement accounts (IRAs). Given 
the current direction of Social Security, 
the chances of younger Americans, 
particularly those under the age of 45, 
having anything left and therefore 
wishing to continue to benefit from the 
program would be virtually nonexist-
ent, enabling the program to be phased 
out over time. 
Medicare: Medicare provides med-
ical services to America's senior citi-
zens regardless of income level. In 
2003, the President and Congress 
instituted additions which will swell 
costs by as much as $1.2 trillion in ten 
years, according to the Washington 
Post. These additions constitute what 
is known as the Medicare Part D pre-
scription drug benefit which, in short, 
provides a subsidy to the prescription 
drug costs of the nation's seniors. 
The layman's solution to Medicare 
lies in allowing qualified individuals to 
opt out of the program if they so 
In face of the largest economic slow-
down since the depression, President 
Bush has proposed a $700 billion fund 
that could save the financial system. 
The plan is to give the $700 billion 
to collapsing banks hoping to keep 
them in business. The idea is if we let 
these big banks fall, the consequences 
will be far more disastrous than one 
could imagine. 
Ok. Financial disaster world had 
never seen before, but government got 
it now. Check. 
Now you ask: Could I, a college stu-
dent still be affected by this? Yes, but 
no. 
Your checking accounts and savings 
accounts will be protected by the 
Federal Deposit Insurance 
Corporation (FDIC), which insures 
losses up to $100,000. So don't have 
to pull out your savings. 
Your scholarships, student loans 
and other financial packages will be 
slightly affected, but by a higher inter-
est rates with the privates loans. This 
just means you will be paying more 
when you get out of school, not now. 
Your bus passes and Thursday Thrills 
have already been paid for, so there 
Whether or not a person qualifies for 
entitlement benefits should rely upon 
several factors, principally income 
level but perhaps also yearly expenses, 
savings and the number of depend-
ents. The switch to a means-tested 
structure should pertain solely to those 
who are currently under the age of 50 
or 55; that way, those who are already 
anticipating on receiving Medicare and . 
Social Security benefits will soon get 
them. Greater reform in the health-
care industry must then occur for 
those under that age through free-mar-
ket approaches, not a brand-new enti-
tlement program, and tax-free health 
savings accounts must be greatly 
encouraged. 
Social Security and Medicare both, 
however, have long been known as the 
"third rail of American politics," mean-
ing that, when an individual tries to 
touch the issue, it could derail his can-
didacy, as exemplified in President 
Bush's aforementioned attempt to 
reform Social Security. Why? The sin-
gle largest voting bloc in America con-
sists of senior citizens 65 or older, and 
no politician wants to risk their reelec-
tion. If the change we need to these 
programs will happen, young people 
need to get out and voice the necessity. 
"Our generation needs to begin 
thinking of ways to reduce our depend-
ence on Medicare and Social Security 
and start planning for our own . 
futures," said freshman Phil Eidsness. 
"This would reduce taxes, help deal 
with the debt and give more individual 
freedoms." 
The above proposals are just a few 
starting points, but if the government 
takes serious action to implement 
them, we will at last be able to see a 
glimmer of hope for the nation's debt-
and for the next generation-without 
damaging the economy with tax 
increases or cutting benefits for those 
in need. 
will still be something to do and places 
togo. 
Finally, your weekend consumption 
habits, i.e. you know what I'm refer-
ring to, corrte from work-study checks 
for which Regis has already planned 
and saved. 
So it seems you dogged another bul-
let. 
So how are soon to be graduates 
affected? 
Your graduates of 2009 will have a 
tougher job market, but it also depends 
on where you enter. Non-profits, 
Teach for America, will likely have 
open arms to embrace your talents, 
while for-profits will be unsure on how 
many entry-levels to hire. Don't fret! 
Firms are more willing to hire cheap 
entry-levels than high-pa):'ing execu-
tives. 
Aaron Mejia graudated this past May 
with a degree in Business 
Administration. He is currently work-
ing in New York City. 
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THE HIGHLANDER WANTED TO KNOW: WHO WAS TELLING THE TRUTH? 
In a season of attack ads and "horse race" news coverage, the mission of PolitiFact is to help separate "fact from 
falsehood in the 2008 presidential campaign." As the newspaper of our Regis community, this week's Highlander 
introduces Regis readers to that service, for help in evaluating the first debate in Mississippi. 
As a partnership of the St. Petersburg Times and Congressional Quarterly, two of America's most independent 
and trusted news organizations, PolitiFact provides a database for sorting news items by candidate and issue. The 
"Trutb-o-meter" judges the accuracy of candidate claims and election coverage. 
PolitiFact is the 2008 recipient of the 2008 Knight-Batten Award for the Special Distinction of "Innovation in 
Journalism." "The awards honor novel efforts that seize and create opportunities to involve citizens in public 
issues and supply entry points that invite their participation or spark their imagination," says J-Lab, the Institute 
for Interactive Journalism, which administers the awards. 
"Others have attempted similar projects, but PolitiFact stands out for making detailed research easy to digest 
and filling a need for news consumers as the 2008 election approaches." 
THE OBAMA VERDICT 
• We found Obama was on base with his claim 
that McCain wants to "g1ve oil companies anoth-
er $4-billion" in tax breaks. Obama is cheny-
picking on McCain's plan, which would cut taxes 
for all companies, not just oil companies. But 
Obama's statement was specific to oil companies, 
so we rate it True. 
• We found Obama was on base with his claim 
that McCain wants to "give oil companies anoth-
er $4-billion" in tax breaks. Obama is cherry-
picking on McCain's plan, which would cut taxes 
for all companies, not just oil companies. But 
Obama's statement was specific to oil companies, 
so we rate it True. 
• We found Obama was on base with his claim 
that McCain wants to "give oil companies anoth-
er $4-billion" in tax breaks. Obama is cherry-
picking on McCain's plan, which would cut taxes 
for all companies, not just oil companies. But 
Obama's statement was specific to oil companies, 
so we rate it True. 
• Obama exaggerated the impact of his tax 
plan when he said that "95 percent of you will 
get a tax cut." Really, if it's everyone, it's 81 per-
cent. If you 're talking about working families, 
it's 95 percent. We rated that Half True. 
THE TALLY---
Obama's statements by ruling 
Click on the ruling to see all of Obama's statements for that ruling, 
True 43 
Mostlv True 25 
Half True 25 
Barelv True 
-
15 
False 20 
Pants on Fire I 1 
1 
r 
THE MCCAIN VERDICl 
• "The average South Korean is 3 inches taller 
than the average North Korean, a huge gulag." 
• McCain was pretty much on target with his 
claim that Obama has sought "$932-million of 
earmark pork-barrel spending, nearly $1-million 
dollars for every day that he's been in the United 
States Senate." We docked him slightly for not 
specifying "working days" and gave him a Mostly 
True. 
• McCain loves that line about the federal 
inoney being used to study bear DNA We again 
found it was Mostly True. 
• But McCain was wrong with his recollection 
that Gen. Dwight Eisenhower prepared a letter 
resignation prior to the D-Day invasion. We 
rated that one False. 
---THE TALLY 
BIDEN VS. PALIN 
THURSDAY, OCT. 2, 7 P.M. 
For more Politifact analysis, check out http://www.politifact.com/ truth-o-meter/ 
OTIIER SOURCES: 
Anneberg Political Fact Check: http://factcheck.org/ 
Washington Post: http: / jblog.washingtonpost.com/ fact-checker/ 
Project Vote Smart: http:// votesmart.org/ 
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• McCain was less accurate with his claim that 
Obama has voted to raise taxes on people earn-
ing as little as $42,000 per year. That's based on 
a budget vote, not an actual tax bill. We gave 
that one a Barely True. 
• Is Obama the most liberal senator? That's 
what McCain claimed once again. We found that 
was Barely True. 
• We found McCain was incorrect when he 
said that House Republicans "weren't part of the 
negotiations" on the federal bailout package. 
That one earned a Barely True. 
McCain's statements by ruling 
Click on the ruling to see all of McCain's statements for that ruling. 
True 26 
Most!~ True 24 
Half True 19 
Bare!~ True 27 
False 24 
Pants on Fire • 6 
( 
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Regis volleyball falls to 
town rival Metro State 3-1 
cross- Rangers drop game to No. 3 
ranked Midwestern 
PHOTO BY Graham Hunt '08 PHOTO BY Brett Stakelin 
The Lady Rangers volleyball team gear up before a game. Midfielder Matt Gonzales (#19) tries to block Midwestern's Kyle Kmiec (#4) 
Jeremy Phillips 
Sports Iriformation Director 
Denver, Colo.: The Regis Ranger vol-
leyball team couldn't find their rhythm 
Tues., Sept. 23 falling to cross-town 
rival Metro State in four sets. · The 
Roadrunners took the first two sets by 
scores of 25-17 and 25-22 before Regis 
took the third set 30-28. Metro State 
closed out Regis with a no doubt 25-12 
score. The Rangers hit .ooo compared 
to .407 for Metro State in the fourth 
set. For the match, Regis hit .097 to 
Metro State's .236. 
Regis (7-6, 3-2 RMAC) was led by 
three players with nine kills each. 
Junior outside hitter Maggie 
W o-r\cman, senior middle hitter Liz 
Franz and sophomore right side hitter 
Kerry Grady led the way followed by 
sophomore middle hitter Jessica 
Howe's eight kills. Defensively, the 
Rangers came up with eight blocks 
which · included seven by Howe. 
Freshman libero Cassidee Young had a 
match-high 18 digs while sophomore 
setter Devin Eckhardt registered 
another double-double with 34 assists 
and 11 digs. Sophomore outside hitter 
Sarah Keiter had two service aces and 
also 11 digs. 
Metro St. (7-5, 5-0 RMAC) was led 
offensively by Bri Morley with 15 kills 
and Amanda Cook with 14. Darcy 
Schwartzman had a game-high 47 
assists, while Cook and Amy Watanabe 
had 15 digs apiece. · 
Brianna Workman 
Graduate Assistant, Sports 
Iriformation 
Denver, Colo.: Nathan Kafer and 
Danny Terrill both scored one goal in 
the Rangers' 2-4 loss to No. 3 
Midwestern University Friday in 
Denver. 
Eight minutes and four seconds into 
the men's soccer game Midwestern (5-
1, 0-0-0 LSC) took the lead when jun-
ior NickAuditore scored the Mustangs' 
first goal. Before the closing of the first 
half, MSU widened their lead to two 
when Ahmad Ihmeidan scored their 
second goal on an assist from Jake 
Landon. 
Just one minute and nine seconds 
into the second half Regis cut the 
deficit to one when Danny Terrill 
scored. Nathan Kafer assisted on the 
play. Within the next 11 and a half min-
utes, Mustangs' Kyle Kmiec scored 
twice to give MSU a 4-1 lead at the 
57:26 mark. 
57 seconds before the game ended 
Kafer scored when he blocked a kick 
from Shawn Carr, MSU's goalkeeper, 
from just in front of the goal. On the 
block, the ball bounced off of Kafer and 
found its way into the net cutting the 
Mustangs lead to two. The Rangers 
kept the ball on MSU's defensive end 
but couldn't get another shot off before 
the clock ran out ending the game at 4-
2. 
The Rangers will face Western 
Washington on today at the Regis 
Match Pitch. Kickoff is set for 3:30 
p.m. 
HIGHLANDER I MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2008 
Meet the Indu·stry Night 
I 
Representatives from Anadarko 
Petroleum will be On campus to talk 
about their company, its culture, and 
job opportunities. 
STUDENTS AND ALUMNI FROM REGIS 
COLLEGE AND CPS ARE INVITED ~O 
ATTEND THIS VERY INFORMATIVE 
MEETING. 
Wednesday, October 1, 2008 
5:00 pm to 6:00 pm 
Lowell Campus Student Center 
Faculty Lounge 
RSVP through the Regis Careerlink at 
www.regis.edu/ careerservices under Career Events 
L• • ., r • _yuur rnnncr wn w rnc Juwn.· 
Questions? Call Career Services 
at 303-458-3508 or 
800-388-2366 ext. 3508 
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Music faculty showcase impressive talents 
Megan Quilliam 
Contributing Wijter 
On Monday, Sept. 22, at T30 p.m., 
members of Regis University's Music 
Faculty took the stage at Berkeley 
Community Church where they per-
formed in this semester's Faculty 
Recital. The recital presented a mag-
nificent display of their talent and skill 
and provided a wonderful opportunity 
for new and returning music students 
to observe their instructors performing 
a varied and impressive array of 
pieces. The recital, entitled, "The Color 
of Music," was an appropriate descrip-
tion of the night's program, as the 
audience members were able to hear 
many different styles of music from all 
over the world. 
Not long after the doors were 
unlocked, community members and 
students began to flock through the 
doors of the "Community Hall" eager 
to take their seats. In fact, almost all of 
the chairs set out were occupied by the 
beginning of the concert, demonstrat-
ing the kind of attention these brilliant 
musicians attract. 
The program began with a fascinat-
ing piece performed by Regis's flute 
instructor, Dr. Ysmael Reyes, entitled 
"Zoom Tube," by Ian Clarke. Reyes 
gave a brief explanation of the piece 
prior to starting, saying that Zoom 
Tube is an unconventional piece that 
utilizes sounds not typically associated 
with the flute. Indeed, the work was 
21 Science and Tanmt 
Career Information Fair 
Tuesday, October 7th, 2008 
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m. 
Felix Pomponio Family 
Science Center 
Lowell Campus 
Find out about Caretr 
Opportunifie~ & latern~h,ps 
.\11 st,·,I r' are enc'lurage,1 tn ttend 
Sponsored by Career Services 
'TuEER'4Suoos 
,. ...... ,_ 
1'l5cmt'allf ...... C..W...Fa,•-..ak• .......... ....... 
........... ---"-. .... ti:OL:~ ..... Smm.i..,.o.... 
ii,4~1 ..... a::c•...,., •• cll)ala ~ .ic-... ... 
love denver? 
movies? 
dining out? 
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EMAIL 
regishighlander@gmail.com 
not the lyrical piece of music one calls 
to mind when thinking of this charac-
teristically tuneful instrument. It was, 
however, an unquestionably exciting 
modern piece. The unique sounds of 
the flute forced audience members to 
concentrate and listen to the music. 
From my seat I could see Reyes manip-
ulating his mouth to make what 
sounded like his own voice coming 
through the flute, which was remark-
able! This piece was an exciting explo-
ration into the many facets of this 
instrument. 
John Galm, professor of World 
Music at Regis, continued the night's 
program with a stunning performance 
of "Lamma Bada Yatahanna," a tradi-
tional love song from the Andalusian 
region of Spain. The al oud, the 
instrument on which he performed, 
originally came from the Middle East 
and was brought to Spain during a 
time when the Arab empire largely 
ruled the area. A predecessor of our 
modern guitar, the al oud has a pear-
shaped body and a very distinct, mid-
dle-eastern sound once the strings are 
plucked. Berkeley Community Church 
will host the Rachid Halihal 
Ensemble's concert on Oct. 15, which 
will feature the internationally 
acclaimed Rachid Halihal on both the 
acoustic and electric al oud! 
Following Galm's performance on 
the al oud, Dr. James Cline, one of 
Regis's two guitar instructors, per-
formed "Variations on a Theme of 
Mozart," by Fernando Sor. The theme, 
which Sor wrote variations for, was 
taken from Mozart's opera, The Magic 
Flute. During Cline's performance on 
the guitar, I realized the guitar can do 
everything a string orchestra can do, 
and there were many times that I mar-
veled at the complexities of the varia-
tions his fingers played. 
Next on the program was Regis's jazz 
piano instructor, Marc Sabatella, who 
performed an original composition, 
"Unclaimed Gift," which he dedicated 
to the great jazz pianist and composer, 
Bill Evans. This piece was rhythmic 
and catchy with a very romantic feel to 
it. Sabatella is the founding member of 
the award-winning Marc Sabatella 
Trio, which will be performing Oct. 6 at 
Regis. . 
At this time, Reyes returned to the 
stage with Dr. Nanette Shannon, one 
of the three piano instructors at Regis. 
Together, they performed "Valse 
Venezolano" and "Contradanza," both 
by Paquito D'Rivera. Reyes' second 
time on stage offered the audience a 
chance to hear a more melodic piece 
on the flute, and both the piano and 
flute complimented each other won-
derfully. 
The next piece, "Liquid Sings," was 
performed by Regis clarinet instructor 
Leah Biber and composed by Dr. 
Loretta Notareschi, an acclaimed com-
poser and recent addition to Regis's 
music faculty. With the combination of 
Notareschi's breathtaking music and 
Biber's flawless performance, it 
seemed as if the melody itself was 
speaking. 
In an attempt to reconstruct the 
image of a harp in the minds of those 
who may have had the preconceived 
notion that harps are only played by 
singing cherubim in Heaven, Regis's 
new harp instructor, Ms. Barbara 
Lepke-Sims, performed an intricate 
piece, "Song in the Night," by Carlos 
Salzedo. The piece showcased the 
quality's of harp as an instrument. 
The night's program closed with a 
performance by a new faculty member 
Scott Higgins on marimba, with 
Shannon accompanying "Bumble Bee 
Boogie," by Jack Fina. Employing a 
jazzed-up version of the famous theme 
in Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov's orches-
tral piece "The Flight of the 
Bumblebee," this piece was a great way 
to lighten the mood at the end of the 
recital. 
The Faculty Recital was indeed a 
night where the talented members of 
Regis's music faculty demonstrated the 
many colors and styles of music. It was 
a chance for both community members 
and Regis students to hear these mag-
nificent performers. What better way 
for music students to learn? 
Megan Quilliam is a sophomore at 
Regis majoring in Music History and 
Literature. 
8 Rivers Cafe 
NEIGHBORHOOD FAVORITE FOR AUTHENTIC CARRIBEAN CUISINE 
Amy Smith 
Staff Reporter 
Whiffs of mouthwatering aromas 
and "positive vibrations" flood the 
atmosphere at Highland Square's 8 
Rivers Cafe. Offering a warm environ-
ment, toe-tapping reggae jams, and an 
array of authentic Caribbean cuisine, 
the small restaurant has established 
itself as a "neighborhood favorite". 
''You can't get this at Applebees," 
says Eric, a first-time customer, as he 
bites into his pineapple-jerk pizza, 
"this restaurant is unique and cool." 
His wife, Tracy, agrees as she tastes 
her Tropical chicken plantain-"it's not 
the same old restaurant fare-the serv-
ice is great and the environment is very 
homey." 
From all over the Denver area, peo-
ple come to experience the Pimento 
wood, Scotch Bonnet Peppers, and 
fourteen different spices which create 
Jamaica's legendary Jerk flavor. 
According to the Jamaica Travel and 
Culture website, "jerk is believed to 
have been conceived when the 
Maroons introduced African meat 
cooking techniques to Jamaica which 
were combined with native Jamaican 
ingredients and seasonings used by the 
Arawak (an early tribe of Indians)." In 
addition to adding a smoky flavor to 
the meat, the method of smoking for 
long periods serves two primary pur-
poses: to keep the insects away from 
raw meat and to preserve it longer. 
Just outside of Port Antonio, 
Jamaica, Scott Durrah, owner and 
chef, "first discovered [his] love of 
[Jamaica's] famous flavor and was 
taught the exact [jerk seasoning] tech-
nique that is known by only a few." 
As a working chef in Boston, Durrah 
PHOTO BY Amy Smith 
combined his Italian upbringing with rant has received acclaim from 5280 
his Jamaican roots to open The Magazine, The Westword, The Los 
Jamaican Cafe, in Santa Monica, Angeles Times, Black Enterprise, 
California. Soon after, Durrah ven- Boulder Weekly, Gabby Gourmet, 
As Tracy takes a bite of her dessert, bread pudding, she 
smiles in delight-"this is really, really good." Eric then 
sneaks a rather large "nibble" of her dish- "Mmmm. We're 
going to have to come back here." 
tured to Colorado to "share the 
Jamaican and Caribbean flavors they 
love with Denver." In 2006, the 8 
Rivers Cafe opened at the heart of 
bustling Highland Square. This year, 
an additional, more spacious location 
opened in LoDo. 
"I've worked at 8 Rivers for about 
two years now," says Johnny, a waiter, 
chef, and bartender, "and I still love it-
the food is awesome and my bosses are 
so nice to work for." 
Since opening in 2005, the restau-
Dining Out Magazine, The Daily 
Camera, L.A Weekly, The 
Broomfielder, and Lawry's Seasoned 
Salt commercial. 
In the future, the owners hope to 
expand the business and spread their 
passion for flavor and community. 
As Tracy takes a bite of her dessert, 
bread pudding, she smiles in delight-
"this is really, really good." Eric then 
sneaks a rather large "nibble" of her 
dish- "Mmmm. We're going to have to 
come back here." 
-ARTS & CULTURE 
Alimento delicioso ! 
HEAD TO GAETANO'S OR PATSY'S FOR GOOD FOOD 
AT REASONABLE PRICES! 
Maricor Coquia 
Editor-in-Chief 
Finding a great place to eat is always 
a challenge, and finding one that is 
reasonably priced is often even more 
difficult. The Highlander reviewed 
two local restaurants, Gaetano's, at 
38th and Tejon, and Patsy's, at 36th 
and Navajo, to help in the search for a 
great, yet affordable Italian meal. 
Anticipating a hearty Italian lunch, I 
found myself pleasantly surprised by 
the welcoming feel of Gaetano's, a 
quaint family restaurant located just a 
few blocks from campus. As my friend 
and I casually walked in, I momentari-
ly forgot my job as a restaurant review-
er, especially as the waitress invited us 
to take our seats upon plush red 
leather chairs. 
The waitress presented a large menu 
with an impressive list of delicious 
Italian favorites. We decided to order 
the Calamari Fritti, crisp calamari 
served with a red sauce and lemon for 
the appetizer, which serves a large por-
tion enough for four at a reasonable 
$7.75. The waitress also served us a 
hearty amount of bread, along with 
butter and a plate of oil and vinegar to 
dip. Most of the appetizers at 
Gaetano's are less than $10. 
Our main course was equally deli-
cious. Served with a soup or salad, 
Gaetano's offers everything from 
pasta, sandwiches, pizza, calzones, and 
delectable desserts. 
My friend enjoyed the classic 
Eggplant Parmagiana (breaded egg-
plant baked in house red sauce, 
Parmesan and mozzarella cheese, 
served with a side of pasta) for only 
$11.95, while I enjoyed another classic, 
Alla Carbonara, a creamy spaghetti 
tossed with pancetta, mushrooms, 
peas, and a requested addition of 
chicken for only $16.95. 
Equally noticeable was the friendly 
service. The manager kindly checked 
up on us a few times, appropriately 
offering more water or an inquiry of 
their very good food. 
Later that night, my friend and I 
decided to test out Patsy's. Walking in 
the cold February night to the corner of 
36th and Navajo, Patsy's warm inviting 
lights felt like a long awaited haven. At 
a quarter to 7:00 p.m., the place was 
packed; the long wooden bar of the 
front parlor stuffed with waiting 
patrons. The dining room was also 
bursting with occupied tables and cozy 
booths, and the waiting area, a small 
space between the coat rack and the 
kitchen, provided standing room. 
Slightly oriented, we then found the 
host and gave him a name for a table. 
After about a forty-five minute wait, 
we were finally shown to our table, one 
of the many booths which line the din-
ing area. 
Despite the wait for the table, our 
order comes quickly. The menu is gen-
erously priced with full dinners, soup 
or salad included, ranging from about 
$9 to $15 at the most expensive. There 
is also a lunch menu, which is served 
Monday through Friday from 11:00 
until 4:00. Patsy's also offers carryout 
service for patrons on-the-go. 
After we were served our salads and, 
although the room is completely full, 
are served our dinners. The food was 
excellent: homemade pasta and sauce, 
tossed with fresh seafood, succulent 
chicken, or prime beef meatballs, all 
topped, of course, with the finest 
Italian cheeses. The dining room is lit 
by small lamps at the booths and vari-
ous wall lights, illuminating the large 
mural on the farthest wall and creating 
a warm inviting feeling. 
My friend and I ate our meals com-
fortably, without many distractions 
from our waiter, and luckily, we saved 
room for dessert. 
Patsy's has a nice assortment of tra-
ditional Italian desserts including 
spumoni, tiramisu, and cannolies. 
While Patsy's seems slightly tuned to 
an older crowd (we were the youngest 
patrons dining), it is a great local place 
to eat good food, receive excellent serv-
ice, and avoid annoying distractions. 
For two, including meal and dessert, 
the bill was between thirty and forty 
dollars. Dinner service starts at 5:00 
from Monday through Saturday and 
reservations can only be made for par-
ties with six or more, so get there early 
to avoid the wait. 
r-:::n:~:~ 
Monday-Saturday:open 
at 11:00 am 
Happy Hour: Monday-
Saturday 4:00-6:00 
-Patsy's-
Monday: 11am-8pm 
Tuesday-Friday: ;Jlam-
8:45pm 
Saturday: 3pm-9:45pm 
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HOROSCOPES! 
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Capricorn 
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19) 
The eyes are the windows to the soul. 
Unfortunately for you, that laser eye 
surgery you had last week seems to 
have seared out your soul. 
Aquarius 
(Jan. 20-Feb. 18) 
Your life is extremely harried right 
now. So much so that you can barely 
even say hello to people in the hall-
ways. What has life come to? The 
stars don't know either. 
Pisces 
(Feb. 19-Mar. 20) 
A stitch in time saves nine. But alas, 
you never did understand what that 
saying means, and now you're in line 
for some pretty extensive facial recon-
structive surgery. 
Aries 
(Mar. 21-April 19) 
You always have enjoyed being one of 
those people who talk, laugh, and 
scream during movies at the local the-
ater, and the stars have paid no mind. 
But the stars will never forgive you for 
ruining Hannah Montana & Miley 
Cyrus: Best of Both Worlds Concert 
in Disney Digital 3D. 
Taurus 
(April 20-May 20) 
You've never looked better kid-so 
keep that in mind when they ten you 
you're not quite ready to model for 
that dietary supplement commercial. 
Soon (oh, soon!) you'll be wonderful-
ly, and superficially, beautiful. 
Gemini 
(May 21-June 21) 
Consider these words of wisdom from 
the ultimate super-nerd character-
driven film: Glory Fades. You, like 
Max Fischer, will have painful chal-
lenges ahead of you. But, do not fear! 
All these challenges (even the unnec-
essary ones) will finally make you 
charming and generally less pungent. 
Cancer 
(June 22-July 22) 
While you may seem friendless and 
even ignorable when ranked by your 
parents (you know they rank their 
children), this week will end miracu-
lous well. Yes, finally learning that 
money doesn't grow on trees will 
make you the child your parents 
always wanted. 
Leo 
(July 23-Aug. 22) 
It doesn't really make sense, but it 
seems you've been dumped for rea-
sons no one can accurately explain. 
This shouldn't discourage you howev-
er, from continuing to harass your 
previously significant other. After all, 
he/she probably won't find another 
date before Valentine's Day. 
Virgo 
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22) 
Fate is not on your side this week. On 
Thursday, after stepping in a rather 
large pile of dog poop, you will find 
out that your computer has crashed 
this time, and will have to tell you 
professor. He, already knowing you 
have used this excuse twice so far this 
semester, will subsequently not accept 
a late paper and fail you. 
Libra 
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23) 
With Venus aligning correctly, you 
will find an unexpected twenty dollar 
bill in your coat pocket. Be careful 
not to spend it all in one place though, 
as the moon brings in some risky 
financial air around the end of the 
week. 
Scorpio 
(Oct. 24-Nov. 21) 
Having lost your lucky chapstick at 
the beginning of the week, the end of 
the week will bring much brighter 
days when you realize that you have 
lost five pounds in two weeks! Stay 
off the Ho-Ho's and keep at it! 
Sagittarius 
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21) 
With Mars settling in, you begin to 
feel hostile towards your best friend. 
Now is the time to let out all of your 
frustrations and be honest with that 
person. After all, there are plenty of 
fish in the sea, and finding a new 
friend is a snap in college! 
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 30 
Brown Bag 
Peace Nuns 
Discussion with 
Plowshares activists, Sr. Carol 
Gilbert, OP, and Sr. Ardeth Platte, 
OP, will speak about nuclear 
weapons, their nonviolent action, 
and their years in prison. These 
courageous women will tell the 
story of their commitment to 
nuclear disarmament, civil resist-
ance, the trial, and imprisonment. 
Come to this discussion with your 
brown bag lunch from 12:15-1:30 
p.m. in West Hall Conference 
Room. 
Wednesday, 
October 1 
Seduction of the Sacred 
Fr. Leo O'Donovan, S.J., President 
Emeritus of Georgetown 
University, Professor of Theology, 
and noted art critic will speak 
about art as a lure of transcen-
dence at 7:00 p.m. in the Regis 
Chapel. 
Meet the Industry Night 
This night will provide an oppor-
tunity to learn about the industry, 
career paths, and job opportuni-
ties. Anadarko Petroleum will be 
in the "Faculty Lounge located in 
the Student Center from 5:00 
p.m.-6:oo p.m. To register for this 
event, go to www.regis.edu/ 
careerservices to sign up on 
CareerLink or call Career Services 
at 303-458-3508. 
Thursday, 
October 2 
Vice-Presidential Debate 
Make sure to tune in at 7:00 p.m. 
to hear Republican VP candidate 
Sarah Palin debate with 
Democratic VP candidate Joe 
Biden. 
Saturday, 
October4 
Ethics Conference 
The Center for Ethics and 
Leadership in the Health 
Professions is sponsoring an ethics 
conference on health care reform 
and personal accountability. For 
more information about the center 
check out www.ethicsandleader-
ship.org. The conference will be 
held in the Adult Learning Center-
Mountain View Room from 9:00 
a.m.-12:00 p.m. This event is free 
and open to the public but space is 
limited. To register contact Donna 
Fleissner at dfleissn@regis.edu. 
Sunday, 
October 5 
Race for the Cure 
The Staff Advisory Council (SAC) 
is very excited to announce Regis 
University will again have a 
"team" to represent the University 
this year at the Komen Denver 
Race for the Cure at the Pepsi 
SUDOKU 
2 9 5 
6 
7 4 1 
2 9 4 3 
5 7 
7 4 8 1 
3 6 2 
7 
4 5 3 
02007 KrazyDad.com 
Solution can be found at krazydad.com, "Challenging,~ puzzle #90. 
Center. To register with the Regis 
University team, link to the follow-
ing site: http:/ /www.komenden-
ver.org. If you have any questions, 
please contact Peggy Dawson, 
Chair of the Staff Advisory Council 
at pdawson@regis.edu or 303-
458-1843. 
Tuesday, 
October 7 
Science & Technology Career 
Information Fair 
Career Services has invited some 
of the best science and technology 
companies in Colorado to come 
talk to Regis students about career 
opportunities and interships. The 
fair will be held in the hallways of 
the Felix Pomponio Family 
Science Center from 10:00 a.m. to 
2:00 p.m. For more information 
please call Career Services at 303-
458-3508. 
Wednesday, 
October 8 
Panel on Election Issues 
Panel members will offer perspec-
tives on some aspects of this year's 
election that have a religious or 
· conscience aspect that has 
received media attention. 
Conversation and dialogue will 
follow. Come to the Townhouse 
Commons at 8:oo p.rn. to learn 
and participate. 
Month of October 
Crazed Cornfield Maze 
This 14 acre cornfield maze will 
have you twisting and turning in 
tall corn! Come and test your 
directional skills. The maze is 
open throughout October, Tues.-
Sun. from 10:00 a.m.-sundown. 
The maze is located on the south-
east corner of 104th Ave. and 
Riverdale Road. To get there by 
bus take the #31 located at Federal 
and 50th north to 92nd. Transfer 
to 92nd Crosstown (east) to 104th. 
(Visit www.rtd-denver.com for a 
detailed trip-planner). Tickets for 
admission are $8.oo. For more 
information visit www.crazed-
cornfieldmaze.com. 
Denver Botanical Gardens 
Fall Attractions 
The Botanical Gardens feature a 
10 acre pumpkin patch, 8 .5 acre 
award winning corn maze, and the 
Butcher Haunted House. This 
year's maze design highlights an 
intricate picture of the globe in 
honor of our sustainability efforts. 
The maze includes two illuminat-
ed observation bridges that pro-
vide a bird's eye view to help you 
navigate. "The Butcher" house is 
filled with terrifying live actors, 
amazing special effects, and 
incredible monsters. For more 
information about all these events 
and ticket prices visit www.botan-
icgardens.org/ content/ corn-maze 
or www.botanicgardens.org/ con-
tentfhaunted-house. 
So, you have an account on Facebook, 
Myspace, AND Youtube. 
EVEN COOLER: 
BEING ELIGIBLE TO VOTE. 
It's easy. Check out: 
VOTE SMART 
http://www.votesmart.org/v 
oter_registration_resources. 
php 
(Find your state and down-
load forms.) 
ROCK THE VOTE 
http:/ /www.rockthevote.org/ 
DECLARE YOURSELF 
httR_:/ /www.declareyourself.c 
om/ 
And one more thing ... 
Be ready to 'rock the vote' BEFORE SEPT. 30 to make sure you meet state 
deadlines. 
